Chief Information Officer
Kian Colestock (Interim)

Business Services
Babette Vogel

IT Programs
Cameron Cosgrove

Central Services
Marina Arseniev

Student & Academic Services
Shohreh Bozorgmehri

Enterprise Infrastructure
Henry Jenkins

Enterprise Applications
Carmen Roode

Client Services
Sarkis Daglian

Affiliated Organizations

Research Cyberinfrastructure Center
(Reporting to Vice Chancellor for Research Pramod Khargonekar
& VC Tom Andriola)
Philip Papadopoulos
OIT Central Services

Marina Arseniev
Divisional Director

Business Intelligence/Data Warehouse
Valerie Jones
Durendal Huynh#
Pramod Kunju
Barathi Sundaram

Austin Cho
Khader Abdul
Allison Bennett
Sushma Pullur

Tammy Matatall
Andrew Do
Students

Business Intelligence
Larry Coon#
Chris Ackerman#
James Chou#
Matthew Levin
Eufemia Palomino
Rodolfo Serna
Arjun Subramanya
Students

OIR IT
Larry Coon#
Mark Arnold
Bernadette Theologidy

Database Management
Deanna McMurray
Nisha Riyaj
Tom Robbins
Jeric Woo
Vacancy

eDocs IT
Linh Nguyen
Robert Gallegos
Ce Hui Li
Derek Olsson

Project Management Office
Priya Srinivasan
Sindhu Aithal
Jeff Martin
Steve Noh
Eric Puchalski
Jayadiya Vijayan#
Student

ServiceNow Administration and Development
Jason Dulaney
Chris Nelson
Preston Orwig

IT Security and Architecture Technology & Operations
Josh Drummond, CISO, Assistant Director
Sheena Yarberry
Clint Anderson
Hillary Chansavang
Derek Chee
Andre Dieudonne
John Lenning
Carlos Mesa

Identity and Access Management
Warren Leung
Adam Chang
Cliff Chuang
Anthony Nguyen
Chris Peters
Dana Watanabe

Risk and Compliance
April Sather, Assistant CISO
John Denune
Michelle Luttrell
Student

Production and Operations Management
Jason Lin (Interim)
Students

Quality Assurance
Bob Boydston
Tom Bindewald
Hoi Chiu
Nazila Massoudian
Vacancy
Students

Production Control & Operations
Michael Story
John Balestriere
David Carleton
Antonio Coupet
Jason Jackson
Vina Nguyen

Middleware and Application Infrastructure
Jason Lin
Stanley Brown
Brian Craft
Yun-Hua Hong
Malini Ramaprasad
Alex Tulinsky
Cheng Amy Vengco
Daniel Wang
Student
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OIT Student & Academic Services
Shohreh Bozorgmehri
Divisional Director
Briandy Walden
Associate Director

Educational Technologies
Briandy Walden

Academic Web Technologies Development
James Ley
Sabrina Gagliano
Colleen Melzer*
Dustin Perez
Alissa Powers
Su Wang
Students

Academic Web Technologies Support
Erik Kelly
Nicholas Ayo
Cydney Palecek
Zachary Zahringer
Students

Compass IT
Briandy Walden
Durendal Huynh#
Ray Vadnais
Vacancy#

OVPTL IT
Jerome Thacker
Jack Amoss
Lumi Andricioaei
Songmei Han
Brian Lance
Mike Walton
Lucy Yang
Emily Young
Students

Executive Application Support
Max Garrick, Assistant Director

UC Recruit Development & Support
Jose Garcia
Seth Roby
Olivier Rosset
Vacancy
Marian Nedelchev
Guy Cao
Mel Layos
Vanessa Yieh
Student

Chancellor and Provost IT
Albert Chi
Srilatha Adurthi
Heidi Lin
Victor Pham
Vacancy
Student

Student Affairs Support
Wayne Fields, Assistant Director

Student Life and Leadership IT
Evan Oldfield Goss
Steven Tajiri
Students

Student Government
Student Media IT
Aaron Echols
Daniel Stone

Student Center & Event Services IT
Joshua Lien
Jayadivya Vijayan#

Student Affairs IT
Angela Han
Ben Sumali
Nahid Youssefi
Students

Wellness Health & Counseling Services, Web and Application Development
Angela Han
Michael Millis

Athletics IT
Mikel Etxebearria
Vincent Ma
George Rodriguez
Tri Tran
Vacancy
Students
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OIT Enterprise Infrastructure

Henry Jenkins
Senior Director

Network and Telecommunications Group

**Brian Buckler, Director**

**Network Projects**

*Stacey Rose-Hayden*
- Daniel Galvan
- Ryan Landers
- Anna Zemanova

**Telecommunications Field and Infrastructure Engineers**

*Tyler Turley*
- John Allerton*
- Ken Hicok
- Randall Morgan*
- Jason Myers*
- Jeff Randall
- Tom Rowe
- Bryan Skutvik
- Dave Wessels

**Network Engineering**

*Albert Gonzalez*
- Robert Castillo
- Trevor Day
- Eric Duplantis
- Clyde Higashida
- Haamed Javaheri-Ghazvini
- Mike Scott
- Jessica Yu
- Tanya Yuan

**Telephone Services**

*Bjorn Juslin*
- Carol Sison
- Mark Barnes

**Radio / Cellular Services**

*Brian Chrisman*

Data Center and Systems Group

**Enterprise Unix Services**

*Kyle Kurr*
- Bryan Anderson
- Kameron Balutch
- David Kewley
- Janet Leung
- John Mangrich
- Jed Rogge
- David Severance

**Data Center Infrastructure**

*Ken Cooper*
- Joe Brancaleone
- Alex Giesler
- Ronald Lam
- Jason Noennig
- Kaz Okayasu
- Lauren Watanabe

**Windows Services Group**

*Heinz Yu*
- Tom Acker
- Dylan Breaud
- Mark Pearson
- Bill Ray
- Aakash Shah
- Joe Schiffman
- Jacky Voong

**Wellness, Health and Counseling Services Server Support**

*Heinz Yu*
- Herbert Chan
- Jerome Reuter

**Disaster Recovery**

*Mark Perrella*

**Boldface Gold Italic: Manager**

**Italic: Lead**

*Matrixed to Network Projects team.*
OIT Enterprise Applications
Carmen Roode
Divisional Director
Eric Taggart
Associate Director

Enterprise Student Management Systems
Chris Shultz, Director

Operations Units
Carmen Roode

Financial Aid IT
Scott Lusby
Chris Cheung
Winnifer Huynh
Sonali Jambhekar
Robert Purcell
David Wooldridge
Vacancy

Financial Services IT
I-Rong Lin, Assistant Director

Accounts Receivable & Collections
James Hsu
Julian Burton
Tu Dang
Nasim Mohibb

Cashiering & Payment Processing
Cecilia Do
Kathy Gorelick
Peter Liu
Student

Graduate Division IT
Rachel Tam
Jeff Fellows
Andrew Ouyang
Mei-Lien Young
Students

Registrar IT
Joshua Jackson
Scott Cosel
Sissy Dillon
Anjana Iyer
Amie Pham
Derek Shirk
LiLan Tran

Summer Session IT
Brian Wildrick
David Wong

Undergraduate Admissions IT
Tram Tran
Ana Chleboun
Jason Kuo
Kuanching (Eric) Lee
Melanie Luczaj
Nathan Reed
Linda Snyder

Technical Manager
Lewis Chiang

Development and Business Analysis
Rachel Tam

Development Teams
Warren Ayuyao
Robert Abe
Jon Desiderio
Wan Sze Ng
Students

Vacancy
Alvin Chang
Bryan Davis
Alexander Ortiz
Student

Business Systems Analysis
Chris Shultz
Xiaona (Nina) Fan
Rommel (Mel) Fernando#
Fancy Tsao
Vacancy
Vacancy

Project Management
Jackson Chen
Lawrence Bowden#
Sachin Shorey
Vacancy
Vacancy

Facilities Management, EH&S IT
Jyoti Razdan
Justin McAlpine
Michael Luong
Robert Nenne
Victor Tam
Student

Kuali/Financial Systems IT
Warren Liang
Maribeth Bradberry
Keiko Takahashi
Samuel Wong

Financial Auxiliary Systems
Jane Gao
Tony Cherng
Michal Kasza
Bhargavkumar Patel

Financial Interfaces
Modesto Sevilla
Jarrod Lannan

Office of Research IT
Noah Margolis
Tim Bui
Ranjana Khati
Carolyn Lai
Da Lu
Chris Price
Richard Scafidi
David Tieu
Students

Transportation & Distribution Services IT
Clint Maruki
Matthew Lorenzo
Jerry Paxton
Lam Tran
Jeffrey White
Student

UCPath/ Human Resources IT
Ying Kussmann, Assistant Director
Sheng-Lun Huang
Jesse Kommu
Jip Muongpruan
Mimi Nguyen
Tony Toyofuku
Lucy Zheng
Student

HR IT Projects
Christa Chen
Dev Bhattacharjee
Jan-Ling Chalmers
Zimmy Shah
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OIT Client Services

Sarkis Daglian
Divisional Director
Diane Dunn
Associate Director

Service Desk

Help Desk Support
*Mike Caban*
- Chris Cebula
- Michael Huang
- Michele Joyce
- Aileen Seav
- Students

Licensing Support
- Bob Hudack

Telecommunications
Customer Support
*Shelly Toole*
- Vacancy
- Campus Operator
- Students

OIT Facilities Manager
*Shelly Toole*

OIT Communications and Training

*Katie Chappell*
- Sylvia Bass
- Meredith Ehrenberg
- Lyle Wiedeman
- Vacancy

Enterprise Desktop Support

Diane Dunn
Desktop Support Services
*Jeremy Paje*

Standard Desktop Support
*Mehran Bozorgmehr*
- Oliver Amezgua
- Kyle Castle
- Benedict Chua
- Larry Davis
- Daniel Dubisz
- Ramon Garcia
- Benjamin Gould
- Ba Nguyen
- Kevin Nguyen
- Students

Specialized Desktop Support
*Prentis Edwards*
- Daniel Dubiansky
- Jennifer Goodman
- Andrew Laurence
- Patrick Lemon
- Derrick Ruthless
- Tom Tsubota
- Vacancy

Wellness, Health and Counseling Services Desktop Support
*Justin Hsieh*
- Chris Heiman
- Erik Salazar
- Patrick Tsuchihashi
- Vacancy

Classroom Technologies

Diane Dunn

Instructional Lab Support
*Chris Jones*
- Lawrence Bolante
- Wilson Crasta
- Derrek Gabagat
- Norman Gargantiel

Classroom Technology Operations
*Eric Rupp*
- Janice Hong
- Gabriel DeLeon
- Kristy Doan
- Janice Hong
- Mark Kamimoto
- Scott Linder
- Kathleen Morris
- Reed Nakagawa
- Melvin Penano
- Students

Classroom Technology Planning & Outreach
*Eric Rupp*
- Diana Almaraz
- Kelsey Layos
- Son Nguyen
- David Pritikin
- Nicole Volz
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OIT Business Services
Babette Vogel
Divisional Director

Executive Assistant to CIO
Nyma Cain

Human Resources
Nidia Barrios
Rebeca Calvillo
Students

Financial Services Support
Lucia Tendroch

Finance
Gena Rosas, Finance Manager
Tanya Gonzales
Gloria Kao
David McCafferty

Lauren Shim
Kristen Mazza
BJ Schilling
Vacancy

Boldface Gold Italic: Manager
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Research Cyberinfrastructure Center

Philip Papadopoulos
Director

Joseph Farran
Francisco Lopez
Nick Santucci
Joulien Tatar
Imam Toufique
Nadya Williams
Students

Gold: Supervisor